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We find that the multicritical fixed point structure of the O(N) models is much more complicated
than widely believed. In particular, we find new nonperturbative fixed points in three dimensions
(d = 3) as well as at N = ∞. These fixed points come together with an intricate double-valued
structure when they are considered as functions of d and N . Many features found for the O(N)
models are shared by the O(N)⊗O(2) models relevant to frustrated magnetic systems.
The O(N)-symmetric and Ising statistical models have
played an extremely important role in our understand-
ing of second order phase transitions both because many
experimental systems show this symmetry and because
they have been the playground on which almost all the
theoretical formalisms aiming at describing these phase
transitions have been developed and tested: Integrabil-
ity [1], large-N [2, 3], 4 − ǫ [4] and 2 + ǫ [5] expansions,
conformal field theory [6], high and low temperature ex-
pansions [7], bootstrap program [8], all these methods
were born here. It is by now widely believed that every-
thing is known about the criticality of the O(N) models
either exactly or with an accuracy that is limited only by
our finite computational ability.
Let us summarize the common wisdom about critical-
ity of the O(N) models, see Fig. 1, because this is what
we want to challenge in this Letter [3]. Let us start in
infinite dimension where the mean-field approximation is
exact. Lowering the dimension d down to d = 4, the criti-
cal exponents remain those of the mean-field approxima-
tion because large scale fluctuations are Gaussian-like.
This means that the only infrared fixed point (FP) of
the renormalization group (RG) flow with one unstable
eigendirection (1-unstable) is the Gaussian FP (G) for
d ≥ 4. Since the potential part of the hamiltonian of
the O(N) model can only involve (ϕ2)n terms, each time
the dimension decreases enough for such a term to be-
come relevant around G, that is, becomes perturbatively
renormalizable, a new nontrivial FP emerges from G. For
instance, in d = 4−ǫ, the (ϕ2)2 term becomes relevant at
G and a new FP, called the Wilson-Fisher FP (WF), ap-
pears. It drives the second-order phase transition of the
O(N) models in d < 4 and is 1-unstable while G becomes
2-unstable. The (ϕ2)3 term becomes relevant in d = 3−ǫ
and a nontrivial 2-unstable FP emerges from G that be-
comes 3-unstable. This scenario repeats in each critical
dimension dn = 2 + 2/n below which a new n-unstable
multicritical FP appears that we call Tn. The FP T2 is
tricritical because it lies in the coupling constant space
on the boarder separating the domain of second order
and first order phase transitions. The common wisdom
is that all the Tn FPs can be followed by continuity in d
down to d = 2 for all values of N . This is corroborated by
FIG. 1. Summary of the common wisdom: Below each
critical dimension dn = 2 + 2/n a new FP emerges from the
gaussian FP G. WF stands for the Wilson-Fisher FP, T2 and
T3 for the tricritical and tetracritical FPs. The BMB FPs
exist only at N =∞ and in the critical dimensions dn>1.
the fact that in the Ising case (N = 1), it has been rigor-
ously proven that indeed all the Tn exist in d = 2 and are
nontrivial [9]. Because of Mermin-Wagner theorem, the
situation is physically different for N ≥ 2 but at least T2
can be followed smoothly from d = 3 − ǫ down to d = 2
for N = 2, 3 and 4 [10]. Notice that the N = 2, d = 2
case is peculiar because topological defects can trigger in
this case a finite-temperature phase transition.
At N = ∞, exact results can be derived such as a
closed and exact RG flow equation for the Gibbs effective
potential [11]. The common wisdom is that at N = ∞
and in generic dimensions 2 < d < 4, the only nontriv-
ial and nonsingular FP is WF which is simple to obtain
after an appropriate rescaling by a factor N [12]. Its non-
singular character means that it is a regular function of
the field. The limit N = ∞ is in fact peculiar because
in all the dn with n ≥ 2, and only in these dimensions,
there also exists a line of FPs. In d = 3, this line cor-
responds to tricritical FPs sharing all the same (trivial)
critical exponents. This line starts at G and terminates
at the Bardeen-Moshe-Bander (BMB) FP whose effec-
tive potential is nonanalytic at vanishing field, see Fig. 1
[13–16].
It is surprising that this common wisdom about the
O(N) models raises a simple paradox that, to the best of
our knowledge, has remained unnoticed up to now.
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FIG. 2. The two curves Nc(d) and N
′
c(d) respectively defined
by T2 = C3 and C2 = C3 and the curve 3.6/(3 − d). Nc(d)
is calculated with the LPA (red circles) and at order 2 of the
derivative expansion (blue squares). We show a path joining
the point Q located at (d = 3−, N = 40) to the point at
N =∞ and d = 2.8.
Let us first assume that for the O(N) models, the ex-
act RG flow equation of the Gibbs free energy Γ – also
called effective action – is continuous in d and N . Then,
assuming moreover that the FPs Γ∗ of these flows are
well-defined functions of d and N , they must also be
continuous functions of these parameters and can there-
fore be followed smoothly in the (d,N) plane. For con-
stant fields, the functional Γ∗[φ] reduces to the effec-
tive potential U∗(φ). If U∗ can be Taylor expanded:
U∗(φ) =
∑
m g
∗
m(φ
2)m with φ = 〈ϕ〉, the smoothness of
Γ∗ as a function of d and N implies that of the g∗m which
can therefore be followed continuously along a given path
of the (d,N) plane. Notice that we do not need in the
following to expand U∗ and we indeed do not expand it.
However, the same continuity argument can be used on
the function U∗ itself rather than on its couplings.
Let us now consider for instance the tricritical FP T2.
The paradox appears when we try to follow smoothly T2
from a point in the (d,N) plane where we know from
perturbation theory that it exists to a point where, ac-
cording to the common wisdom, it is believed not to exist.
We consider for instance the path shown in Fig. 2 start-
ing at Q in d = 3− and N = 40 and going to N = ∞
in d = 2.8. How can we solve the apparent contradiction
that T2 should evolve continuously and that it exists at
one end of the path, that is, in Q, and not at the other
end? The simplest solution is that either T2 disappears
before reachingN =∞ or it becomes singular atN =∞.
We shall see in the following that both these possibilities
are indeed realized depending on the path followed to
reach N = ∞. In particular, we shall see that there ex-
ists a line Nc(d) (or equivalently dc(N)), see Fig.2, such
that when T2 is followed along a path that crosses this
line – such as the path shown in Fig. 2 that starts in
Q – it collapses with another FP on the line Nc(d) and
disappears. This is why T2 is not found at N = ∞ for
d < 3. And the paradox is now clear: According to the
common wisdom, no known FP is available for collapsing
with T2. We must therefore conclude that the common
wisdom yields an incomplete picture and that there is a
new FP – that we indeed find and call C3 – with which T2
collapses on Nc(d). Part of the solution to the paradox
above is that C3 is nonperturbative: It cannot emerge
from G in any upper critical dimension because the sta-
bility of G in the O(N) models is well-known for all d and
N from perturbation theory. This is why C3 has never
been found previously. Some natural questions are then:
What is the stability of C3? Does it exist in d = 3 for
some values of N? Is it the only nonperturbative FP of
the O(N) models? Since, most probably, it does not ap-
pear alone, where does it appear and together with which
other FP? Does it exist in the large-N limit and why is
it not found in the usual 1/N expansion [2, 3, 12]? It is
the aim of this Letter to provide a first study of these
different questions.
The method of choice for studying FPs beyond per-
turbation theory is the nonperturbative (also called func-
tional) renormalization group (NPRG) which is the mod-
ern implementation of Wilson’s RG. It allows us to de-
vice accurate approximate RG flows. The NPRG is based
on the idea of integrating fluctuations step by step [17].
In its modern version, it is implemented on the Gibbs
free energy Γ [18–21]. A one-parameter family of mod-
els indexed by a scale k is thus defined such that only
the rapid fluctuations, with wavenumbers |q| > k, are
summed over in the partition function Zk. The decou-
pling of the slow modes (|q| < k) in Zk is performed by
adding to the original O(N)-invariant (ϕ2)2 hamiltonian
H a quadratic (mass-like) term which is nonvanishing
only for these modes:
Zk[J ] =
∫
Dϕi exp(−H [ϕ]−∆Hk[ϕ] + J ·ϕ). (1)
with ∆Hk[ϕ] =
1
2
∫
q Rk(q
2)ϕi(q)ϕi(−q) – where, for in-
stance, Rk(q
2) = αZ¯kq
2(exp(q2/k2)− 1)−1 with α a
real parameter and Z¯k the field renormalization – and
J · ϕ =
∫
x Ji(x)ϕi(x). The k-dependent Gibbs free en-
ergy Γk[φ] is defined as the (slightly modified) Legendre
transform of logZk[J ]:
Γk[φ]+ logZk[J ] = J ·φ−
1
2
∫
q
Rk(q
2)φi(q)φi(−q). (2)
with
∫
q =
∫
ddq/(2π)d. The exact RG flow equation of
Γk reads [19]:
∂tΓk[φ] =
1
2
Tr[∂tRk(q
2)(Γ
(2)
k [q,−q;φ] +Rk(q))
−1] (3)
where t = log(k/Λ), Tr stands for an integral over q
and a trace over group indices and Γ
(2)
k [q,−q;φ] is the
matrix of the Fourier transforms of the second functional
derivatives of Γk[φ] with respect to φi(x) and φj(y).
For the systems we are interested in, it is impossible to
solve Eq. (3) exactly and we therefore have recourse to
3FIG. 3. Singular point S and the two lines Nc(d) (red squares)
and N ′c(d) (blue stars). Starting from P , the FP T2 is followed
along a clockwise (left) or anti-clockwise (right) closed path
surrounding S. On the clockwise path, T2 becomes C2 after
a full rotation. On the anti-clockwise path, T2 collides with
C3 on Nc(d) and disappears. It actually becomes complex-
valued and remains so all along the dashed path. On N ′c(d) it
becomes real again but is now C2. The path joining Nc(d) and
N ′c(d) at fixed N = 33 is also shown in panel (a).In panel (b),
we indicate which (real) multicritical FPs exist in each region.
In the white region, there is only one multicritical FP with
two directions of instability that can be continuously followed
from both T2 and C2 depending on the path followed.
approximations. The most appropriate nonperturbative
approximation consists in expanding Γk[φ] in powers of
∇φ [25–34]. At order two of the derivative expansion, Γk
reads:
Γk[φ] =
∫
x
(
1
2
Zk(ρ)(∇φi)
2 +
1
4
Yk(ρ)(φi∇φi)
2
+Uk(ρ) +O(∇
4)
)
.
(4)
where ρ = φiφi/2. Within this approximation, all critical
exponents are accurately computed for all d and N . The
LPA’ (Local Potential Approximation’) is a simpler ap-
proximation consisting in setting in Eq. (4): Yk(ρ) = 0
and Zk(ρ) = Z¯k, a field-independent field renormaliza-
tion. From Z¯k is derived the running anomalous dimen-
sion ηt = −∂t log Z¯k that converges at the FP to the
anomalous dimension η. The LPA consists in setting
Z¯k = 1 which implies η = 0. The RG flow is one-loop
exact in the ǫ = 4− d (or ǫ = 3− d for T2) expansion for
both the LPA and LPA’ and is also one-loop exact for
the LPA’ for N > 1, in the ǫ′ = d − 2 expansion. Most
importantly for what follows, even within the LPA, the
flow of the effective potential Uk is exact at N =∞. We
give the flow of the effective potential Uk for any N at
the LPA in the Supplemental Material.
We have numerically integrated the fixed point equa-
tion for the effective potential: ∂tU˜
∗ = 0, Eq. (S. 3), at
the LPA and LPA’. As expected, we find T2 for any N
emerging from G in d = 3−. For sufficiently small val-
ues of N , typically N < 19, we find that we can follow
this FP down to d = 2 using the LPA’. For N > 19, we
find that by decreasing d at fixed N , T2 disappears in
a dimension dc(N) by collapsing with a 3-unstable FP
that we call C3 as already explained above, see Figs. 2
and 3. We find that the line Nc(d) is asymptotic to the
d = 3 axis, see Fig.2, as expected for the disappearance
of T2 just below d = 3 at large N . A very good fit of the
Nc(d) curve is 3.6/(3− d), see Fig. 2.We note that this
result is fully consistent with six-loop calculations per-
formed within the ǫ = 3 − d expansion, see Pisarski [22]
and Osborn [23]. Within this ǫ-expansion, these authors
found that at leading order in 1/N , T2 can exist only
when Nǫ < 36/π2 ≃ 3.65 which is our bound Nc(d) up
to the numerical uncertainty on the prefactor 3.6 of our
fit above. While this bound has been interpreted as the
radius of convergence of the ǫ-expansion at large N [23],
our results show that it is the location of the coalescence
of T2 with C3.
We have checked that the picture above is quantita-
tively stable when we go from the LPA to the order two
of the derivative expansion, Eq. (4), see Fig. 2. This is
completely consistent with the fact that η is very small on
the curve Nc(d) for N sufficiently large and decreases at
largeN which makes the LPA flow of Uk exact atN =∞.
For instance, for N = 40, we find dc(40) = 2.924 and in
this dimension, η = 1.7 10−3. Thus, although we have
no rigorous proof, we can safely claim that the existence
of C3 is doubtless and that the curve Nc(d) approaches
N =∞ when d→ 3. We show the T2 = C3 FP potential
shape on N = Nc(d) in the Supplemental Material. It is
a regular function of ρ at N = ∞, which is not the case
for the BMB FP, which shows a cusp.
Let us now follow C3 by increasing d. We choose for
instance N = 33 and we follow the path shown in Fig.
3.a starting at dc(N = 33) = 2.90. We find that C3
exists on this path up to d =3.09 which shows that a
nonperturbative FP can exist in d = 3. In d =3.09, it
collapses with a 2-unstable FP, that we call C2 and both
these FPs do not exist for d > 3.09. The FP C2 cannot be
T2 because T2 does not exist above d = 3. By changing
the value of N , we generate a line where C3 = C2 that
we call N ′c(d), see Figs. 2 and 3.
We find two interesting features of the curve N ′c(d).
First, the two curves Nc(d) and N
′
c(d) meet in a point,
that we call S, located at (d = 2.81, N = 19), see Figs.
2 and 3. This means that right at S: T2 = C3 = C2. We
also find that S is a singular point: If we follow smoothly
T2 around a closed loop containing S starting for instance
at P = (d = 2.94, N = 30), see Fig. 3, we do not come
back at T2. More precisely, starting from P and following
an anti-clockwise closed path as in Fig. 3.b, T2 collides on
the line Nc(d) with C3 and disappears. More precisely,
it becomes complex. On the contrary, following the same
path clockwise, T2 does not collide with any FP but be-
comes C2 after a full rotation around S. This is why we
have claimed above that the fate of T2 when N → ∞
depends on the path followed. In the Supplemental Ma-
terial, we give a toy model in terms of the roots of a cubic
equation that shows how T2 can become C2 when it is
continuously followed along a closed path surrounding S.
From a purely mathematical point of view, the continuity
4FIG. 4. O(N)⊗O(2) model. In the gray region, starting in
d = 4 at N = 21.8, no FP at all is found. Above this region
and for d close to 4, both the critical C+ and the tricritical
C− FPs are found. The line on the right joining the squares
indicates the region where two nonperturbative FPs, M2 and
M3, appear. On the line joining the crosses, C− and M3
collapse. In each region, we indicate the FPs that are present.
argument for following smoothly the FPs everywhere in
the (d,N) plane and exhibiting the double-valued struc-
ture of T2 and C2 makes sense only after allowing the
FPs to be complex-valued (or, in a Taylor expansion, the
g∗m to be complex). For instance, let us again consider
Fig. 3.b. We start at P with T2 which is very close to G.
Beyond the line Nc(d), T2 becomes complex. It becomes
real again when the path crosses N ′c(d) and it is then
C2 which is far from G. If we go on following the same
path, C2 remains real all the way but after the second
full rotation, it is T2 again.
The second interesting feature of the curve N ′c(d) is
that it also becomes vertical at large N while being this
time asymptotic to the d = 4 axis, see Fig. 2. We there-
fore conclude that most probably C3 exists at N = ∞
everywhere for d ∈]3, 4[ and C2 for d ∈]2, 4[. However,
we also find that for larger and larger N in d > 3, the
FP potentials of C2 and C3 become steeper and steeper
at ρ = 0 which indicates the presence of a singularity at
the origin in their FP potential or its derivatives. The
second derivative of the two potentials with respect to ρ
becomes also discontinuous at a point ρ 6= 0 in the large
N limit. These singularities are a possible explanation of
the fact that these two fixed points were not found previ-
ously in large N analyses[11–14, 16]. Using the LPA’, we
have checked that the line N ′c(d) is only slightly modified
compared to the LPA results because η is small all along
this line. It makes us confident that the overall picture
above is not an artefact of our truncations.
The double-valued character of the FPs exhibited
above concerns only C2 and T2 and we could wonder
whether the same thing occurs for C3. We have indeed
found two other nonperturbative FPs that are 3- and 4-
unstable, two analogues of the curves Nc(d) and N
′
c(d)
where these FPs show up and annihilate as well as a
singular point S′ where the two curves meet and that
shares many similarities with S. It is of course tempt-
ing to imagine that this kind of structure repeats for the
4-unstable FP found that itself involves a 5-unstable FP
and so on and so forth.
A natural question is whether the intricate FP struc-
ture presented above is specific to the O(N) models or
is generic. To shed some light on this question, we
have therefore considered the O(N)⊗O(2) model which
is relevant for frustrated antiferromagnetic systems [35–
37]. The order parameter of this model is the N × 2
matrix Φ = (ϕ1,ϕ2) [38] and the Hamiltonian is the
sum of the usual kinetic terms and of the potential
U = r(ϕ21+ϕ
2
2)+u(ϕ
2
1+ϕ
2
2)
2+v(ϕ21ϕ
2
2−(ϕ1 ·ϕ2)
2). By
a suitable choice of r, u and v the symmetry is sponta-
neously broken down to O(N−2)⊗O(2). For N typically
larger than 21.8, two FPs are found in d = 4−ǫ, a critical
one, C+, that can be followed smoothly down to d = 2
and another one, C−, which is tricritical [39, 40]. These
FPs are also found in the large N expansion in all dimen-
sions between 2 and 4 [40–42]. However, using the LPA’,
we find for C− a picture which is very much similar to
the O(N) case, see Fig. 4: (i) There exists a line where
C− collapses with a 3-unstable FP, that we call M3; (ii)
this line is asymptotic to the d = 3 axis, and (iii) M3
appears on another line together with a 2-unstable FP
that we call M2 [43].
To conclude we have found that the multicritical FP
structure of both the O(N) and O(N)⊗O(2) models is
much more complicated than usually believed. In par-
ticular, we have shown that several nonpertubative FPs
exist in d = 3 that were not previously found. Although
they also exist at N = ∞ on a finite interval of dimen-
sions they were not found by previous direct studies of
this case and this is clearly a subject that must be fur-
ther studied, see however [22]. The existence and role of
possible singularities of the FP potential of C2 and C3
should be studied in the future as well. It would also be
interesting to study the d = 3 case and figure out what
the basins of attraction of both C2 and C3 are to know
whether the multicriticality of some lattice models could
be described by these FPs. The NPRG, here again, is a
method of choice for this study but the conformal boot-
strap program could probably definitively prove/disprove
the existence of the C2 and C3 FPs in d = 3. We can also
expect that there are other nonperturbative FPs that col-
lide with Tn (n = 3, 4, · · · ) as C2 does with T2. They are
also left for future study. Finally, an intriguing question
is: Could it be that what we have found above has for
a known physical system an impact on its criticality or
multicriticality?
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Surprises in the O(N) models: nonperturbative fixed points, large N limit and
multi-criticality
I. THE FLOW EQUATION OF THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL WITHIN LPA APPROXIMATION
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
FIG. 5. The rescaled FP potential at d = dc(N) with N = 200, 480 and 1600. We can see that the FP potential almost
converges to a limiting function, which is different from the GFP.
We define the dimensionless field ρ˜ and potential U˜k as
ρ˜ = v−1d k
2−dρ
U˜k(ρ˜) = v
−1
d k
−dUk (ρ)
(5)
with
vd =
1
2d−1dπd/2Γ
(
d
2
) . (6)
Using t = log(k/Λ) and the dimensionless and renormalized quantities, denoted by a tilde, the flow of the effective
potential U˜k reads at the LPA:
∂tU˜t = −dU˜t + (d− 2)ρ˜U˜
′
t −
d
2
∫
∞
0
dyyd/2+1r′(y)
(
1
y(1 + r(y)) + U˜ ′t + 2ρ˜U˜
′′
t
+
N − 1
y(1 + r(y)) + U˜ ′t
)
(7)
with y = q2/k2, Rk(q) = q
2r(y), U˜ ′t = ∂ρU˜t, U˜
′′
t = ∂
2
ρU˜t. We employed the cutoff Rk(q) = (k
2−q2)θ(k2−q2) [44].This
leads to r(y) = (1/y− 1)θ(1− y), which is convenient for analytial treatments for LPA calculations. With this cutoff,
the flow equation becomes
∂tU˜t = −dU˜t + (d− 2)ρ˜U˜
′
t +
1
1 + U˜ ′t + 2ρ˜U˜
′′
t
+
N − 1
1 + U˜ ′t
. (8)
II. THE T2 = C3 FP POTENTIAL SHAPE ON N = Nc(d)
It is also interesting to notice that by rescaling the potential and the field: U → U¯ ≡ U/N and ρ → ρ¯ ≡ ρ/N ,
the explicit factor N in the LPA flow of the potential, Eq.(8), disappears in the large N limit, if we assume no
singularities of U , U ′ and U ′′. This implies that for large enough values of N , the shape of the rescaled FP potential
is almost independent of N . Using this rescaling, we find that this limit shape of U¯∗ on the line Nc(d) when d → 3
(or equivalently when N →∞) is clearly regular and not gaussian even though T2 is closer and closer to the GFP at
large N . This limit FP is therefore also different from the BMB FP, which shows a cusp, as shown in Fig. S1.
This means that, for a fixed and large value of N , the shape of the rescaled potential U¯∗ changes very rapidly
between d = 3−, where T2 coincides with the GFP, and d = dc(N) where it collapses with C3.
7FIG. 6. A closed clockwise path around the singular point S.
FIG. 7. Behavior of the cubic function f(x, θ) as well as its roots when θ is varied between 0 and 2pi. Starting from t2 at (A),
we follow this root by continuity all along the path, as indicated with black dots. At θ = 2pi, t2 has become c2. This mimics
the behavior of the FP T2 along the path ABCDEA in Fig. 6.
III. A TOY MODEL OF THE DOUBLE VALUED STRUCTURE OF T2 AND C2
In this section, we give a toy model in terms of the roots of a cubic equation: f(x, θ) = 0, that show a similar
double-valued structure as the tricritical FPs T2 and C2. These three roots, real or complex, depend on a parameter
θ ∈ [0, 2π] in a cyclic way because we assume that f(x, 0) = f(x, 2π). By analogy with our initial problem, we call
t2, c3 and c2 the three roots. When θ = 0 the three roots are assumed real and t2 is the rightmost root as shown in
Fig. 7 (A). When θ is increased the two roots c3 and c2 are assumed to approach each other and eventually coincide
as in 7 (B). This corresponds to what happens in Fig. 6 where B is on the line N ′c(d), that is, where the FPs c3 and
c2 coincide. When θ is further increased, the roots c3 and c2 are assumed to become complex as in Figs. 7 (C) and
(D). In our toy model, the inflexion point which is in the lower half-plane in Fig. 7 (C) is in the upper half-plane
in Fig. 7 (D). In Fig. 7 (E) two roots become real again as in Fig. 6 where t2 = c3. When θ = 2π, we are back at
point A. The root t2 that has been followed by continuity has therefore become c2 after a full rotation which exactly
corresponds to the situation indicated in Fig. 3 (a) of the main text. Notice that by further increasing θ from 2π to
4π, that is, by making a second full rotation in Fig. 6, c2 would become t2.
